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1 Introduction

Neutrino mass requires an extension of the Standard Model (SM). Many known mecha-
nisms to give mass to neutrinos involve fermionic SM-gauge-group singlets, so-called sterile
neutrinos, also referred to as heavy neutral leptons (HNL). However, in general there are no
specific indications about the mass scale of such sterile neutrinos. Moreover, it is possible
that they act as a portal to generic new physics. In this paper we will assume that a HNL,
denoted by ⌫4, exists in the mass range from a few MeV to a few GeV, and that it interacts
with the SM via a transition magnetic moment — the so-called “dipole portal” — described
by the following term in the Lagrangian:

L = d↵⌫↵L�
µ⌫⌫4Fµ⌫ + h.c. (1.1)

Here, ⌫↵ is a left-handed SM neutrino field of flavour ↵ = e, µ, ⌧ , Fµ⌫ is the photon field
strength tensor, and �µ⌫ = i

2(�
µ�⌫ � �⌫�µ) is the antisymmetric combination of Dirac

gamma matrices.
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See also the talk by Roshan Mammen Abraham later

Neutrino
oscillation

Neutrino
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Heavy 
neutrino

Heavy-neutrino dipole portal: 

The bounds on 𝑑! (𝛼 = 𝑒, 𝜇, 𝜏) come from various laboratory, astrophysical and
cosmological observations, for example the ones from
solar neutrinos,
atmospheric neutrinos in IceCube,
short-baseline experiments,
current and future elastic neutrino-nucleus scattering or elastic neutrino-electron
scattering experiments
and so on.
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Most of the results come from Magill, Plestid, Pospelov and Tsai (PRD 2018), Brbar, Greljo, Kopp and 
Opferkuch (JCAP 2021), and Coloma, Machado, Martinez-Soler and Shoemaker (PRL 2017).

One can also refer to Atkinson et al. (2105.09357), Ismail et al. (2109.05032)  and  Miranda et al. (2109.09545)
for recent discussion on this topic.
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Figure 1. Cartoons of the up-scattering production and decay signal for d⌧ in the far detector.

treatment of their interesting differences can be found in [20–22].

2 Dipole decay signal at DUNE

The DUNE experiment produces a flux of mostly muon neutrinos with a subleading compo-
nent of electron neutrinos. These fluxes can be used to directly search for de and dµ at the
DUNE near detector (ND). However, to constrain a tau transition moment d⌧ , we use the
muon neutrinos, which oscillate into tau neutrinos during their propagation through the
Earth.1 Tau neutrinos can up-scatter off target particles in the Earth (protons, electrons or
coherently on nuclei) and can be converted via the dipole transition moment into a sterile
neutrino. If the up-scattering occurs outside the detector in the Earth’s crust or upper
mantle, and if the sterile-neutrino mass is low enough, the sterile neutrino will be long lived
and can travel through the Earth and decay inside the DUNE far detector (FD). We call
these outside events. If the sterile neutrino has a large enough mass and/or dipole moment,
both up-scattering and decay can occur inside the detector. We call these inside events.
The sequence of events is illustrated in fig. 1.

We consider coherent scattering off nuclei in the Earth and incoherent scattering off
protons, neutrons and electrons. Note that, since neutrons can only interact magnetically,
as they have no electric charge, their cross section is suppressed by a factor ⌘ ⌘ Q2/(4M2

T ).
Our expressions come from [1, App. A] and [3, Eqs. (4,5)], and are summarised for com-

1
The primary flux of tau neutrinos in the beam has been estimated recently in [22–24]. We have estimated

that the sensitivity of the d⌧ -induced event rate in the ND is significantly smaller than the one in the FD

discussed here, see section 3.2 and appendix D for further discussions.
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Methods at DUNE
We start with the tau neutrino flux generated by the neutrino oscillations and
consider coherent scattering off nuclei and incoherent scattering off protons, 
neutrons and electrons.
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Figure 1. Cartoons of the up-scattering production and decay signal for d⌧ in the far detector.
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T ).
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The primary flux of tau neutrinos in the beam has been estimated recently in [22–24]. We have estimated

that the sensitivity of the d⌧ -induced event rate in the ND is significantly smaller than the one in the FD

discussed here, see section 3.2 and appendix D for further discussions.
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Assumptions:

Ø Dirac neutrinos

Ø The heavy neutrino flavor mixing with
active neutrinos is negligible and the
dipole interaction dominates.
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Inside events
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Figure 9. An incoming neutrino scatters at (z, ⇢) in the cylindrical detector module. In blue are
two possible paths for the sterile neutrinos, at constant scattering angle ✓s. In red is the trajectory
of the neutrino, had it not scattered.

Decay probability The decay width in the sterile neutrino’s rest-frame is

�0 =
|d↵|2M3

4

4⇡
(B.2)

and the probability to decay inside the detector is

Pdec = 1� exp (��`d) , (B.3)

where � ⌘ �0M4/p4 is the lab-frame decay rate and `d is the distance from the production
point ~xp to the edge of the detector in the direction ~xp � ~xd.

Reconstruction efficiency The reconstruction efficiency as a function of photon mo-
mentum "(p�) was taken from [19, Fig. 4.26]. We assume that in the sterile neutrino’s
rest frame the distribution of photon momentum is isotropic. Boosting this into the lab-
frame gives p�(✓0; p4,M4), where ✓0 is the photon momentum’s rest-frame polar angle. The
efficiency, then, is

"(p4,M4) =

Z 2⇡

0
"[p�(✓0; p4,M4)]d✓0 . (B.4)

Let us note that for a Dirac sterile neutrino, the differential decay width d�0/d cos ✓d is
not isotropic in general [20, 21]. The asymmetry depends on the relative complex phase of
electric and magnetic dipole moments and, in particular, it vanishes if one of them is zero.
We have checked, however, that even in the presence of an asymmetry the effect on the
integral in eq. (B.4) is at the few percent level and has therefore negligible impact on our
results.

Approximations and geometry Since the detector dimensions are O(10m), whereas
the baseline is LFD ⇡ 1300 km we can make the approximations |~xp| ⇡ LFD and ignore
the beam opening angle on the scale of the detector size, as the maximum angle is ✓b =

O(10m)/LFD ⇠ O(10�5) ⇡ 0.
We assume that the detector is cylindrical with radius r =

p
12m · 14m/⇡ and length

Ld ⇡ 58.2m. This allows us to do the ' integral analytically. The geometry determining
the decay length is sketched in fig. 9. In the figure, the decay path ends at the sides of the
detector. There could be the case when both end at one of the ends of the detector. Then
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Abstract

Here I present work done in collaboration with Thomas Schwetz and Jing-Yu Zhu [arXiv:2105.09699]. We consider the sensitivity of the DUNE experiment to a heavy neutral lepton, HNL (also known as sterile neutrino) in the mass

range from a few MeV to a few GeV, interacting with the Standard Model via a transition magnetic moment to the active neutrinos, the so-called dipole portal. The HNL is produced via the up-scattering of active neutrinos, and the

subsequent decay inside the detector provides a single-photon signal. We show that the tau-neutrino dipole portal can be e�ciently probed at the DUNE far detector, using the tau-neutrino flux generated by neutrino oscillations, while the

near detector provides better sensitivity to the electron- and muon-neutrino dipole portal. DUNE will be able to explore large regions of currently unconstrained parameter space and has comparable sensitivity to other planned dedicated

experiments, such as SHiP.

1. Introduction

We consider the neutrino dipole portal, where a SM neutrino ⌫↵ couples to a fourth heavy state ⌫4 via a transition
magnetic moment: eq. (1). It is di�cult to test the d⌧ transition moment, since it is hard to produce an intense

⌫⌧ flux. Therefore, we considered the neutrino oscillations ⌫µ ! ⌫⌧ at DUNE. These ⌫⌧ may up-scatter on nuclei,

nucleons or electrons via the dipole interaction in eq. (1). The heavy neutrino can travel over macroscopic distances

and decay back into a light neutrino and a photon inside the detector (fig. 1). Due to the sizeable ⌫µ and ⌫e beam
fluxes, the active-sterile transition moments dµ and de can also be probed at the near detector.

L = d↵⌫̄↵L�
µ⌫⌫4Fµ⌫ + h.c. (1)

Figure 1: Cartoons of the up-scattering production and decay signal for d⌧ in the far detector.

2. Signal

• Outside events: Up-scattering occurs in the Earth; the signature is a single-photon event. [Equation (2)]

• Inside events, coherent: The coherent scattering on the nucleus leaves a nuclear recoil of low energy, which

is di�cult to observe in the detector. The decay leaves a single-photon signature. [Equation (3)]

• Inside events, incoherent: The incoherent scattering on nucleons leads to a signature similar to NC neu-

trino events, whereas the scattering on electrons results in a single electron. In addition, there is a coincidental

displaced single-photon event from the heavy-neutrino decay. [Equation (3)]

Figure 2: Spectra for inside events at various masses, normalised so that the peak is 1. At low energies (dashed), we

replace the oscillation probability with 1/2 to account for the averaging of fast oscillations. Outside event spectra

are similar.

Figure 3: 6-events/year curves for inside (solid) and outside (dashed) events at the DUNE FD for coherent scatter-

ing on nuclei (red), incoherent scattering on nucleons (blue) as well as electrons (purple). Our approximations for

outside events break down at the upper curve, as decays occur very close to the detector (cyan line). This e↵ect

is negligible as inside-events will dominate. In grey is indicated when the decay-length is of the order of DUNE’s

spatial resolution.
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3. Results

Figure 5: In solid red is shown the DUNE 6-events/year curves (this work) for d⌧ (above), dµ (middle) and de
(below) in addition to various existing constraints, estimated exclusions (both in dashed) and projected sensitivities

(solid boundaries, shaded regions with extrapolations dashed). Most limits and sensitivities come from [1, 2] but

for the full list see our paper (in abstract).
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Figure 10. Example cross section with limits in 'b. The function "'b determines the relative
contribution of the angles 'b inside the Earth.

Evaluation of the 'b-integral In fig. 10 (right), we see a cross section of the Earth, per-
pendicular to the beam-axis. Due to cylindrical symmetry, the integration occurs in a plane
perpendicular to the radius of the Earth, with coordinates (X,Y ) = (rp cos ✓b, rp sin ✓b).
This plane is at a constant height h =

q
R2

� � (LFD/2)2 above the Earth (with the radius
of the Earth R� = 6371 km. In the perpendicular cross section, the rotation around 'b

produces a circle of radius Y . The cross section shown is at a distance LFD
2 � X away

from the actual centre of the Earth (the X-axis is perpendicular to the page). Thus,

% =

r
R2

� �

⇣
LFD
2 �X

⌘2
and "'b ⌘ 2(⇡ � �) = 2 arccos Y 2+h2�%2

2hY . In the limit Y = 0

however, we take "'b = 2⇡ for X 2 [0, LFD] and 0 otherwise. Arc-cosine is only well-defined
in the interval [�1, 1]. If its argument is > 1, this means there is no intersection between the
blue and brown circles, because the blue circle resides inside the brown: we set "'b = 2⇡;
for the case < �1 the blue circle resides outside the brown one and "'b = 0.

Decay probability, scattering solid angle and detector geometry Let ` be the
distance from production ~xp to the detector ` =

q
L2

FD + r2p � 2LFDrp cos ✓b; then the
decay probability is

Pdec = e��`
�
1� e��Lw

�
, (C.1)

where we have taken the detector width Lw = 14m as the characteristic detector dimension.
The scattering angle can be determined as

cos ✓s =
LFD cos ✓b � rp

`
; (C.2)

this expression suffers from some numerical instability when the numerator has a larger
magnitude than the denominator, in which case the fraction on the RHS is set to its sign.

The scattering solid angle is

�⌦s = sin ✓s�✓s�'s = 4arctan
Ld

2`
arctan

Lh
2`

sin ✓s, (C.3)
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Signal

Outside events: The up-scattering happens
outside detector, so the signature is a single-
photon event.

Inside events, coherent: The coherent up-
scattering leaves a nuclear recoil of low energy,
which is not easy to observe in the detector, so
the signature is a single-photon event.

Chapter 4: Tools and Methods 4–97

Figure 4.26: The reconstruction e�ciency of the Pandora pattern recognition obtained for a range
of final-state particles produced in all types of accelerator neutrino interactions except deep inelastic
ones at DUNE FD. The e�ciency is plotted as a function of the total number of 2D hits associated
with the final-state MCParticles (summed across all views) on the top row, and as a function of the
true momentum of the particle on the bottom row. Plots are shown for track-like particles (left) and
shower-like particles (right) of each type leading in the event.

DUNE Physics The DUNE Technical Design Report

Background

Dune TDR, Vol. II

Inside events, incoherent: the signature will be either a NC-like (the up-scattering
on nucleons) or single-electron type event (the up-scattering on electrons)
together with the displaced single-photon event from the heavy-neutrino decay.

The relevant backgrounds for the dipole signal are the single photon process 
NC1γ and highly asymmetric NCπ0-decays, where the two photons from the pion 
decay cannot be distinguished.
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Example spectra
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Figure 2. Spectra for inside and outside events at various masses, normalised so that the peak
is 1. At low energies (dashed), we replace the oscillation probability with 1/2 to account for the
averaging of fast oscillations.

3 Results

3.1 DUNE-FD sensitivity to d⌧

In fig. 3 we show the six-events/year curve for inside (solid) and outside (dashed) events at
the DUNE far detector for coherent scattering on nuclei (red), incoherent scattering on nu-
cleons (blue) as well as electrons (purple) as a function of the heavy-neutrino mass M4 and
transition magnetic moment d⌧ . Due to the lightness of the electron, up-scattering is kine-
matically allowed for low masses only, hence why the corresponding curve for inside events
cuts off at M4 ⇠ 0.077GeV. The coherent scattering dominates until M4 ⇠ 0.7GeV, after
which incoherent scattering off nucleons dominates. However above 1GeV the available
beam energy rapidly kills the number of events.

2
For inside events, the flux and oscillation probability (as functions of E⌫) can be factored out of the inner

integrals, whereas for the outside events, we use the more convenient expression of E⌫(EN ) see eqs. (2.2)

and (2.3).
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Results
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Figure 3. The 6-events/year curve for inside (solid) and outside (dashed) events at the DUNE FD
for coherent scattering on nuclei (red), incoherent scattering on nucleons (blue) as well as electrons
(purple). Near the upper curves of the outside events, up-scattering occurs close to the detector
and our approximations break down, as indicated by the cyan line, at which the decay length is
20m for E4 = 1GeV. This effect is negligible as inside-events will dominate. We also show in grey
when the decay-length is of the order of DUNE’s spatial resolution [39].

For the outside events, the upper parts of the curves are indicative only. As d⌧ increases,
the decay length 1/� decreases, so that more events occur close to the detector. At some
point the events become too clustered around the detector, such that either the integrator
cannot resolve the sharp peak and/or our assumptions break down (we begin to resolve the
detector geometry). The cyan curve in the figure indicates when the decay length is 20m

at E4 = 1GeV; for d⌧ roughly above this line a full treatment of the detector geometry
would be needed. Since inside events will dominate in this region anyway, we safely ignore
this point.

DUNE will have sub-centimetre spatial resolution [39]. The grey curve in fig. 3 corre-
sponds to the case where the decay length for a HNL with energy 1 GeV is 1 cm. Hence, in
the region roughly below the grey curve it will be possible to resolve the displaced vertices
of the hadronic signal and the single-photon decay for inside events. Note that the cyan
and grey curves are only indicative, since they are for fixed HNL energy of E4 = 1 GeV and
do not take into account the energy spectrum.

Finally, we sum up the contributions from all event classes and show in fig. 4 the
curves corresponding to 2, 6, and 20 signal events per year. We compare these curves to
the 95% confidence-level sensitivities from the SHiP experiment. SHiP [14] is a proposed

– 8 –
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The 6-events/year curve for inside (solid) and outside (dashed) 
events at the DUNE FD.
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Figure 4. 2-, 6-, 20-events/yr curves at the DUNE far detector (orange, red, purple, respectively).
For comparison we show the 95% C.L. sensitivities at SHiP from [1] assuming 100 background
events over 5 years of exposure, equivalently 2⇥ 1020 POT, (dashed black) for two detector types
(ECC and main detector). In dashed blue is the one double-bang event/6 yrs curve at IceCube
from [7].

experiment at the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) at CERN. Its sensitivity to the tau-
neutrino’s dipole transition moment was evaluated in [1]. These authors consider two
type of detectors, an emulsion cloud chamber (ECC) close to the beam target, as well
as the “main” detector and calculate the 95% C.L. sensitivity after 5 years of running
(2⇥ 1020 POT [40]), assuming 100 background events in both detectors. For comparison,
the curves shown for the DUNE FD correspond to 10, 30 and 100 events in 5 years; using
signal/

p
background ⇡ 2 this would give a 95% C.L. sensitivity for 25, 225 and 2500

background events, respectively.
In fig. 4 we also compare our DUNE sensitivity with an exclusion estimate for the

IceCube detector due to so-called double-bang events, induced by heavy neutrinos produced
by atmospheric neutrinos and decaying via the dipole operator [7]. The authors calculate
the curve for 1 event/6 years, corresponding to an exclusion of 1� e�1

⇡ 63% assuming no
background. We note that the original curve used µtr ⌘ 2d and units of µB ⇡ 296.1GeV�1.

3.2 Near-detector sensitivity to the ⌫e and ⌫µ dipole portal

It is possible to use the intense muon-, and somewhat-less-intense electron-neutrino fluxes to
constrain de and dµ at the near detector. We consider a signal from up-scattering to the HNL
in close analogy to the FD signal described in section 2. Our method used earlier to calculate
the event rates at the far detector (for both inside and outside events) can be applied to
this situation with the following modifications: the baseline becomes LND = 574m, the
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Results



Global picture of 𝑑"
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Due to the sizeable primary 𝜐" and 𝜐# fluxes, the HNL transition moments 𝑑"
and 𝑑# are more efficiently probed at the near detector in the same way.



Global picture of 𝑑#
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The primary flux of tau neutrinos in the beam has been estimated in the literature,
from which we can estimate that the sensitivity of the 𝑑$-induced event rate in the 
ND is much smaller than the one in the FD.



Conclusions

Ø DUNE will be able to explore large regions of currently unconstrained
parameter space and has competitive sensitivities compared with other
relevant experiments, such as SHiP.

Ø A systematic detector simulation is further needed by taking into
account a detailed background analysis and making use of event
discrimination abilities in the liquid argon detector.

Ø The meson decays via virtual-neutrino or –photon exchange due to the
same interaction may also contribute. This requires a detailed
simulation of the meson production and decay in the beam target and
decay pipe, which is beyond the scope of this work.

Thank you for your attention!  
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